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Canada faces significant innovation challenges.

The nation is experiencing an unrelenting, continual drop in global 
rankings, with no signs of policies or programs to reverse the trend.

Therefore it`s up to the small businesses themselves, the engine of raw 
innovation that drives the bulk of new job creation through grass roots 
development of new organizations and the value they provide to new 
clients. It’s up to them to push-start the economy.

This is why the Cloud industry is so important: Cloud-Powered Small 
Business Innovation is not just about the tools themselves that are now 
more plentiful for today’s entrepreneurs, but because the effect itself 
is a trend. Picks and shovels are most interesting in time of gold rush!

FAST-TRACKING
NEW CLOUD VENTURES

Neil Mcevoy, ceo, cloud Best Practices Network

neil.mcevoy@l5consulting.net

idea prototype venture
i

look Ma, No it dePartMeNt 

The power of the Cloud to underpin this capability is effectively described in this Globe and Mail article that 
we contributed to last year.

‘Look Ma, No IT Department’ describes how small businesses can better leverage technology for strategic 
initiatives by renting it from Cloud providers, rather than trying to build it all in-house.

Not having to deal with server failures and other IT hassles was a key motivation for Ryan Holmes, CEO for the 
start-up Hootsuite that they also interviewed for the article.

The most powerful feature is the ability to scale dynamically with demand – Start-ups have to be prepared for 
success as much as failure, if customers sign on in droves then it’s critical that these aren’t lost due to a lack 
of IT capacity.

http://www.conferenceboard.ca/press/newsrelease/12-09-27/Poor_Innovation_Ranking_Dims_the_Lights_on_Canada_s_Competitiveness_and_Prosperity.aspx
http://www.conferenceboard.ca/press/newsrelease/12-09-27/Poor_Innovation_Ranking_Dims_the_Lights_on_Canada_s_Competitiveness_and_Prosperity.aspx
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/small-business/sb-digital/biz-categories-technology/look-ma-no-it-department/article4261148/?service=print
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HootSuite, for example, relies on Amazon’s Elastic Compute 
Cloud (EC2) technology, a scalable hosting service. This flexibility 

has allowed HootSuite to grow quickly and cheaply, having 
gained close to 2 million users in just two-and-a-half years.

DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION
IS THE NEW PUNK ROCK
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This elasticity, with a low upfront cost, are hugely important capabilities for new tech start-ups to become 
familiar with, and to base their business models on. 

disruPtive iNNovatioN 

In Canada this challenge for growing more new start-ups is the perfect context for Cloud Computing.

In short the Cloud provides a platform for small businesses to more cost-effectively develop and launch new 
online services, and on our site are case studies that illustrate this perfectly.

Futurestate IT is a Toronto-based firm who has launched a new managed IT service, for automated testing of 
applications for upgrade and migration. By using the Amazon Cloud service they were able to base this on a 
business model of a per user cost of $18, when via a traditional IT approach it would have cost them $500 per 
user!

Another example is Connect 2 Fans, who also highlight the other critical point: Disruptive Innovation. This 
refers to business models that radically re-invent how a product or service is delivered – For example Connect 
2 Fans is changing how musicians interact with their fans and the associated ticket selling models.

This combination, achieving competitive advantage through reinventing new business models underpinned 
by radically lowered operating costs, is the critical formula for why Cloud Computing is so important to new 
entrepreneurs. 

http://canadacloud.net/2012/05/02/futurestate-it-profile/
http://canadacloud.net/2012/04/24/anatomy-of-a-canadian-cloud-venture-connect-2-fans/
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salesForce 2.0 
social selliNG iN tHe liNkediN era 
Furthermore the Cloud also provides small businesses with the tools to grow their sales. Enterprise 2.0 is the 
original term describing the ‘Social Enterprise’, the use of social media by enterprise organizations, but it can 
also be used by small businesses.

As the name suggests it’s ideal for the large enterprise, helping them better manage the chaos of information 
they generate, but it’s certainly not limited to them. Indeed the fundamental value of the Cloud is that it 
makes powerful enterprise-level software more accessible to smaller companies.

For example higher end solutions include Microsoft Sharepoint, customized with add-in software like SocialText, 
to enable private Twitter-like messaging within the organization to improve collaborative communications.

Smaller businesses have options like Igloo, offering the same features on a SaaS basis for prices starting as 
little as $99/month.

COLLABORATION 2.0

The principle business value of these technologies can be highlighted in this McKinsey article, Harnessing 
Your Staff’s Informal Networks, which for Sales purposes can be translated into:

Social Intranet: Staff work faster and share information more efficiently through social media channels, 
using ‘Follow’ techniques to better stay current and connected with key news and data. This includes 
Sales who can stay up to date with important product information.

Deal Rooms: Sales teams can use Project Spaces to better project 
manage each of their opportunities, using Social Document 
Management to more efficiently manage bid response processes 
and produce deal-winning proposals faster.

Partner Portals and Customer Communities Sales teams 
can use Project Spaces to better project manage each of their 
opportunities, using Social Document Management to more 
efficiently manage bid response processes and produce deal-
winning proposals faster.
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http://sharepoint.microsoft.com/en-us/product/Pages/Feature-Details.aspx?Capability=Communities&FeatureID=25
http://www.socialtext.com/features/integration.php
http://www.socialtext.com/features/dashboard.php
http://www.igloosoftware.com/
http://hbr.org/product/harnessing-your-staff-s-informal-networks/an/R1003F-PDF-ENG
http://hbr.org/product/harnessing-your-staff-s-informal-networks/an/R1003F-PDF-ENG
http://www.igloosoftware.com/solutions/employees
http://www.igloosoftware.com/solutions/features
http://www.igloosoftware.com/solutions/partners#portal
http://www.igloosoftware.com/solutions/customers
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SOCIAL SELLING

Salesforce 2.0 doesn’t stop here. It also encompasses the fact that there is the external world of social media 
that is a marketplace where where new contacts and prospects can be engaged using new tools.

Social Selling: Communities like Linkedin can be used to reach out to new contacts, as described by 
Sales For Life, experts in using social media for sales activities like building prospects to fill your sales 
pipeline, discussed in this series of articles.

The Social Media News Release: Similarly PR is also now socialized. As the name suggests the Social 
Media News Release is an example of how the traditional press release has now been augmented to 
utilize this new world. It standardizes additional features like link sharing back to your social communities 
and providing integrated download resources.

Best Practice Marketing: Sustaining regular relationship-building interactions via tools like Pardot, who 
specialize in marketing automation. This enables marketing teams to program a campaign of ‘ticklers’ 
to continually engaged prospects and progress them through a lifecycle of development, feeding them 
links to content like Social Media News Releases, as well as blogs and other expert materials.

social Media NewsJackiNG

A companion best practice to Social Selling is ‘Social Media Newsjacking’. This 
refers to how social media is ideal for the PR marketing technique described in the 
book by David Meerman Scott. It’s a trendy new name for an age-old PR concept, 
where you aim to attract more attention to your own story by referencing a high 
profile breaking mainstream news piece.

As Hubspot describes ideally early in the breaking cycle. I put up a post yesterday as 
a simple example - This one about the news published that day about the proposed 
reform to the welfare system for the Ontario Province.
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http://www.salesforlife.com/category/social-selling/?__lsa=c007b70c
http://www.realwire.com/servicesSMNR.asp
http://www.realwire.com/servicesSMNR.asp
http://www.pardot.com/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B0065MKMMS/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1634&creative=19450&creativeASIN=B0065MKMMS&linkCode=as2&tag=musbus-21
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B0065MKMMS/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1634&creative=19450&creativeASIN=B0065MKMMS&linkCode=as2&tag=musbus-21
http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/32983/The-Inbound-Marketer-s-Complete-Guide-to-Newsjacking.aspx
http://canadacloud.net/2012/10/25/ontario-welfare-reform-plan-is-on-the-right-track/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B0065MKMMS/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1634&creative=19450&creativeASIN=B0065MKMMS&linkCode=as2&tag=musbus-21
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Another was a recent example of this English cafe called Googies, where they promoted their case by 
referencing news about Starbucks paying very little tax in the UK.

They also fed this to their Facebook page, demonstrating how to run an overall social media PR campaign. 
This kind of fun approach is ideal for an initial eye-catching press engagement, and then social media is great 
for cultivating ongoing community to engage ongoing customer relationships.

It was even picked up by their local press demonstrating how this kind of ingenuity is key to PR.

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT

Cloud services are very helpful to managing this type of marketing activity, offering hosted software designed 
to help manage the challenges of mastering social media, as described in this Infoweek article on these 
challenges for small businesses. Luckily other small business start-ups are here to help you, like Social Motus.

They provide a Cloud app for Social Media Management, incorporating features such as:

Monitoring, to pick up keywords in Twitter and other streams and alert you to the hot buzz items you 
plan to newsjack around

Social publishing, to help automate the process of then publishing your newsjack items to many social 
forums

Handling Social Engagement such as managing interactions across multiple sites and tools, prioritizing 
and assigning responses to your team members.

One of the primary challenges for small businesses is marketing, finding and attracting new customers. 
They also lack big PR budgets to pay for widespread media coverage to achieve this, and so techniques like 
newsjacking are ideal because they cost nothing and only require what every small business should have in 
spades - Ingenuity.

Tools like Social Motus demonstrate the value of the Cloud to small businesses by automating the leg work 
required to implement this on the sustained, ongoing basis required for it to turn into the PR and brand 
momentum required to repeatedly attract new customers.
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CONCLUSION:
The Cloud offers a portfolio of apps that can cater for the entire life cycle of finding 

and engaging with potential new customers online, automating the development of a 
relationship with them via content that is produced via internal collaboration tools.

http://googies.co.uk/in-black-and-white/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Googies-Art-Cafe/174461280943
http://www.thisiskent.co.uk/Hundreds-cafe-s-jibe-Facebook/story-17178389-detail/story.html
http://www.informationweek.com/smb/50to249/top-5-social-struggles-for-smbs/240005181
http://www.socialmotus.com/
http://www.socialmotus.com/social-media-monitoring-tools.html
http://www.socialmotus.com/social-media-publishing-tools.html
http://www.socialmotus.com/social-media-engagement-tools.html
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Traditionally it’s very common for small businesses to consider hiring an 
IT person at 15-20 FTE’s. Cloud Computing is disrupting that model by 
automating and streamlining the processes and tasks associated with 
the overhead work involved with managing an organizations IT systems.  
It’s not uncommon at all in my view that within a small businesses (with 
less then 50 FTE’s), a dedicated IT resource would almost certainly be 
under-utilized. 

Cloud adoption is most prevalent in the small business category 
because this kind of a challenge becomes a driver for more nimble 
small businesses to explore creative solutions and as a result embrace 
offerings like Box.net, Workday.com, and Google Apps. With these 
types of cloud based solutions, it’s very common that even in non-
technically focused organizations there will often be a few individuals 
who embrace technology and are very able to take on ownership and 
management of these types of SAAS offerings as they are designed to 
be managed by business users, not technical users. 

GOOGLE CLOUD 
APPLICATIONS

BraNdoN kolyBaBa, ceo sHeePdoG iNc.

Brandon@sheepdoginc.ca

The business case is typically quite easy to frame up in this type of a scenario. A new hire with a salary of $40K 
where 50% of their time can be considered paid for as they are doing other valuable work, the effective cost 
would be $20K/yr. The typical cloud consulting model is to Analyse, implement, and support companies with 
cloud based products and services that will ensure that no onsite hardware or software licences need to be 
managed or purchased thus removing the burden and associated cost to manage those things. An additional 
benefit here is that most SAAS offerings use simple, pay by the month, per user billing models so there are 
no significant setup fees, licensing fees, or hardware capex costs. 

The services work required to effectively understand, evaluate, and recommend the right IT fit with the 
massive array of solutions available and emerging in the marketplace today is important to understand. It’s 
a very active space where the needs of the business must be fully appreciated to dove-tail the right fit that 
will map to the organizations processes and strategic plans moving forward. In an organization of 25 people 
or less, to deliver the analysis, implementation, training, & support required would typically be about $5K. 

7
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The costs related to individual components to the solutions will vary but a good example at $50 /per user /
per year for a feature rich messaging and collaboration platform is Google Apps. the cost for that component 
with 16 users would be $800/yr.

In most cases for a company of that size the total ongoing cost to the business would likely be somewhere 
between $2K to $4K annually.  So the total coast to deliver a cloud solution would be somewhere around $9K 
for the first year and likely under $4k ongoing as compared to over $20K+ every year to hire a part time IT staff 
member and that’s before any other costs are considered such as servers and software licences.

I think it’s fair to say that for anyone considering how to approach their IT strategy, “taking it to the next 
level” is a good goal especially with smaller organizations who need to be agile while at the same time be 
very considerate of their costs. Often it’s difficult, arguably impossible, to hire one individual to do that job 
well and in the case you do so, you then run the risk of having a single point of failure that is responsible 
for and manages all your IT systems (who also will inevitably be on vacation during that week your email 
server crashes every year). This is where a strong partnership with an organization who understands and 
progressively embraces the rapidly changing IT landscape can be very valuable. This is also true for SME’s 
who identify the need to establish expert advisory relationships with Accounting and Legal firms. Expert 
advise can come from one individual but most often it’s true that a small but highly effective group is more 
effective and reliable when it comes to providing the most value for entrepreneurs who are focused on 
growing a small business. 

The interesting thing we are seeing emerging now in our space is that these economies are not just limited to 
SME’s and increasingly we are seeing this type of business case be very compelling for larger companies as 
well. The nice part about that is that once an organization grows to a point where they have an IT department, 
they often are overburdened with all the complexity and expense related to the traditional IT model. When 
they embrace the cloud, they are able to streamline resources and that allows those IT departments to focus 
on being more proactive and forward looking from a business perspective as a result.

File sHariNG aNd collaBoratioN – Best Practices

We also asked Brandon to provide some insights into what is one of the most common requirements for many 
small businesses, simple but important file sharing and collaboration, giving his view on how best to handle 
requirements including:

1. Back up of email accounts

2. Document storage

3. Possibility of automatic back up
    of computer files to cloud

4. Password protected access to files/certain 
    files can only appear on individuals login page

5. Access files via smartphone

8
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1. BACK UP OF EMAIL ACCOUNTS

I would have to think Google Apps / Vault is the best option.  

True cloud solutions by their nature effectively eliminate the need for traditional data backup as a rule. This 
is troubling for many as there is a natural reluctance to trust this claims made as it’s been made before with 
disastrous results. There are several products on the market today such as cloudlock.com & backupify.com 
that cater to this market from a DRP perspective. From a legal and compliance perspective there are solutions 
like Google Vault & Postini that provide archive and discovery solutions that are well integrated and entirely 
cloud based solutions.  

2. DOCUMENT STORAGE

I would recommend: Box.net, Dropbox, Google Drive, huddle.com. 

This is arguably the most active area of cloud adoption today as it solves a very real problem for organizations 
who are challenged by the traditional document management solutions. Sharepoint is a traditional solution 
that many organizations are familiar with that can easily be converted to a virtualized environment and in 
many cases that is a good solution where people are happy with the product and are just looking to move an 
on-prem solution to a hosted environment. 

It’s cost effective and if it’s working, why mess with a good thing? For other folks who find it less than an ideal 
solution, there are other options. Box.net, Dropbox, Google Drive and huddle.com are all very similar in their 
approach but each have different aspects to them that make it more or less compelling depending on the 
business need. 

3. POSSIBILITY OF AUTOMATIC BACK UP OF COMPUTER FILES TO CLOUD

Mozy & Carbonite are traditional choices, I would argue Box.net, Dropbox, Google Drive 
are all valid alternatives. 

The idea of backing up data to the cloud only really makes sense if the work you are doing isn’t in the cloud 
to begin with. This is one of the biggest mental shifts people need to decide on how they want to leverage 
cloud based solutions. If they decide that they are going to be all in the cloud then this concern becomes an 
non-issue. If on the other hand a half in / half out approach is taken where documents are edited locally and 
then moved to the cloud, significant  collaboration and security benefits are sacrificed. For example, if all your 
documents are hosted on Google Apps / Google Drive (with no local copy) and your laptop is stolen or lost 
then there is no risk of exposing any sensitive information to whoever possesses that device as no documents 
physically exist on that device. In a similar way, collaboration is much more difficult and a checkin / checkout 
process is the standard when documents are not editable via a multi-tenant web interface. 

9
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4. PASSWORD PROTECTED ACCESS TO FILES/CERTAIN FILES CAN ONLY APPEAR 
ON INDIVIDUALS LOGIN PAGE

Depending on the requirements all the options in #2 are capable. 

We’ve built custom solutions for clients in this area as well. Most Document Management / Cloud Storage 
solutions accommodate granular access controls.  Google Apps does this well and also has a granular group 
based security model that is integrated into their “Google Sites” offering that provides a secured portal style 
interface where other web components & “gadgets” can easily be embedded making dashboard easy to 
develop. Also they have introduced a technology called “App Script” that enables data to be passed around 
between the components making it very extensible from a customization perspective.

5. ACCESS FILES VIA SMARTPHONE

I would recommend: Box.net, Dropbox, Google Drive (In that order).

Sheepdog provides a range of small business Cloud enablement services. Read more at Sheepdoginc.ca

10
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Invariably, when I sit down with a small business decision maker and 
propose our cloud computing model, Apps on Tap, the conversation 
always comes around to cost.  After all, these people would not be 
running a successful business today without keeping an eye on the 
bottom line. 

After I listen to their individual situation and ‘pain points’ I typically 
make a bold statement, “The cost of our cloud computing model is 
equal to or less than what you pay now”! This gets their attention 
immediately and they want to learn more about this transformative 
way to deliver and consume IT-as-a-Service. To date, I convince about 
70% to move to the cloud and the adoption rate has been increasing 
steadily over the last ten years.

Cost of Ownership (or Total Cost of Ownership, TCO) analysis is meant to uncover all the lifetime costs that 
follow from owning certain kinds of assets. Ownership of an asset includes purchase costs, of course, but 
ownership also includes costs for installing, deploying, operating, upgrading, and maintaining the same 
assets. For many kinds of acquisitions, TCO analysis finds a very large difference between purchase price and 
total long term cost.

Those who purchase or manage computing systems have had a high interest in TCO since the 1980s, when 
the potentially large difference between IT hardware prices and their cost of ownership started drawing the 
attention of the IT consulting community and IT vendor marketers. Competitors of IBM, for instance, used 
TCO analysis to argue that an IBM computing environment was an overly expensive ownership proposition. 
The four or five year cost of ownership for major hardware and software systems—from any vendor— can 
be five to ten times the hardware and software purchase price.  The same argument holds true for many of 
the on-premise IT environments of small businesses we see today.  Unless you clearly know what it costs to 
continually support and maintain these IT architectures, you really don’t know your TCO.

11

FOR SMBS, THE ‘COST OF CLOUD’ 
IS EQUAL TO OR LESS THAN 
WHAT YOU PAY NOW!

By Brad McMillaN, FouNder aNd PriNciPal, aPPs oN taP

brad.mcmillan@appsontap.ca
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IT TCO COMPARISONS

ABC COMPANY Upgraded On-Premise

Cost    Qty   CAPEX   OPEX

TOTAL Apps on Tap Hosting
TOTAL Existing Servers & Storage
TOTAL System Software
TOTAL Outsourced IT Services
TOTAL In-House IT Services

TOTAL CAPEX AND YEARLY OPEX

TOTAL CAPEX AND OPEN (4 YEAR PERIOD)
TOTAL Other Expenses

TCO (4 YEARS PERIOD)

-
29,599
38,450
15,000

-

83,049

83,049
-

$18,780
$0
$0

$68,110
$0

$86,890

$347,559
$25,093

$455,701

Apps on Tap

Cost    Qty   CAPEX   OPEX

12,150
-
-
-
-

12,150

12,150
-

$84,732
$0

$4,5600
$1,680

$0

$90,912

$363,648
$1,815

$377,613

IT TCO COMPARISONS

ABC COMPANY Upgraded On-Premise

Cost    Qty   CAPEX   OPEX

TOTAL Apps on Tap Hosting
TOTAL Existing Servers & Storage
TOTAL System Software
TOTAL Outsourced IT Services
TOTAL In-House IT Services

TOTAL CAPEX AND YEARLY OPEX

TOTAL CAPEX AND OPEN (4 YEAR PERIOD)
TOTAL Other Expenses

TCO (4 YEARS PERIOD)

-
157,000
121,500
36,000

-

314,500

314,500
-

-
-
-

162,600
140,000

302,600

1,210,400
171,429

1,696,329

Apps on Tap

Cost    Qty   CAPEX   OPEX

33,700
-
-
-
-

33,700

33,700
-

235,500
-

4,500
-

58,00

298,000

1,192,000
56,588

1,282,288

IT TCO COMPARISONS

ABC COMPANY Upgraded On-Premise

Cost    Qty   CAPEX   OPEX

TOTAL Apps on Tap Hosting
TOTAL Existing Servers & Storage
TOTAL System Software
TOTAL Outsourced IT Services
TOTAL In-House IT Services

TOTAL CAPEX AND YEARLY OPEX

TOTAL CAPEX AND OPEN (4 YEAR PERIOD)
TOTAL Other Expenses

TCO (4 YEARS PERIOD)

-
22,949
17,950
10,000

-

50,899

50,899
-

-
150

1,050
18,120
10,000

29,320

117,280
16,494

184,672

Apps on Tap

Cost    Qty   CAPEX   OPEX

-
7,050

-
-
-

7,050

7,050
-

28,260
-

2,160
-

2,000

32,420

129,680
2,831

139,561

(15) EMPLOYEES

(50) EMPLOYEES

(150) EMPLOYEES

By taking prospects through a TCO analysis that shows them the ‘tangible’ costs of their current on-premise 
IT spend, you get fewer objections than you do with Return on Investment (ROI) calculations which can be 
easily manipulated to suit the user’s purposes and mean very little to most business owners.  If you can deliver 
on the ‘Promise of the Cloud’ at the same or similar cost to what they are paying now, you will have their 
attention.

The following tables are actual TCO models (existing clients) of companies of varying size. It’s clear from the 
comparisons that regardless of the size of the company you can usually make a strong ‘cost’ argument to 
move to an IT-as-a-Service model utilizing the cloud.  
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Other points to consider:
  

TCO CAN BRING OUT SO-CALLED “HIDDEN” COSTS OF ON-PREMISE IT OWNERSHIP.

In these examples, not only are costs for IT infrastructure and system software included but the cost to 
support that infrastructure is also included.  

Some companies have in-house IT support, some have outsourced IT support and some have a combination.
When deciding whether or not to acquire a new solution, it is easy to become distracted by hardware and 
software costs alone, but in fact the “support” costs amount to over 50% of the TCO. How well the people 
who support your IT are trained, employed, and managed will be far more important in determining actual 
cost of ownership than other factors, such as the choice of a HW or SW vendor. 

What about the Controller who spends a significant amount of time each month dealing 
with IT issues instead of strategic business objectives?  Does this distract them from their 
job and cost the company money? 

TCO CAN IDENTIFY HOW MUCH YOU SPEND ON CAPITAL ExPENDITURES (CAPEx) VERSUS 
OPERATING ExPENDITURES (OPEx).  

This is important because one of the benefits of the cloud is that it reduces your CAPEX dramatically.  In 
these examples, CAPEX is reduced between 85%-90%.  As a business owner, you can put this money to use 
elsewhere in the business and get immediate results.

TCO ANALYSIS IS BLIND TO BUSINESS BENEFITS (ExCEPT COST SAVINGS).

It is important to note that a TCO analysis is not a complete cost benefit analysis. TCO pays no attention to 
many kinds of business benefits that result from implementing cloud computing such as eliminating risk, 
improving business continuity, faster time to market, faster remote access, or the ability to redeploy strategic 
personnel where they can have an even greater impact on the business. When TCO is the primary focus in 
decision making, it is assumed that such benefits are more or less the same for all decision options, and that 
management choices differ only in cost.  This is not necessarily true where cloud computing is concerned.

What are the business implications of cloud computing?  If the cloud’s only impact was 
on companies’ IT budgets, the implications would be minor, but as we have seen, this is 
not the case. How would you feel if your main competitors started pulling away from you 
simply by changing their computing infrastructure?  And how much worse would it be if this 
change created other benefits that are not yet obvious? 

If cost is the determining factor in how you make decisions, sit down and do a TCO of your current IT 
infrastructure and then find an IT-as-a-Service company to compare it to.  You may be surprised by what you 
find out.
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BOOTSTRAP TODAY - THINK BIG, 
START SMALL AND SCALE FAST 

By aNaNd aGarwal – BootstraP today

Ever played a dart game? I am sure you must have …many times. And 
you will soon understand why I ask this question here. 

As an entrepreneur, you would have started your venture with an aim 
to solve a real problem; you would have had a better product to offer 
to your customers or a new disruptive technological development 
offered as an entirely new service.

No matter what your business model is, you will face many problems 
while running your start-up. Sometimes, you need to sit back and 
reflect upon the problem-solving strategies more philosophically. 

If you ever played a dart game, you will know that you have many 
darts to spare so that you can perfect your aim at the dartboard. You 
may even have two or three rounds to give you a chance to hit the 
bull’s eye. It’s fun and doesn’t cost you anything. But when the darts 
are limited and the mistakes can cost you your limited funds, you 
know it is not fun and you want to be extra cautious. You would want 
to take small steps, perfect them and then scale up to achieve your 
bigger dream. In short, you would want to think big, start small and 
scale fast.

I approach startup founders with exactly the same philosophy. But many startup founders ask me this question 
- “Why BootStrapToday for startups?”

The most common reasons that I get from the founders are:

1. Startups start with a team of 3-4 people and they don’t need any kind of tools.
2. Startups can manage with some open source software; they don’t need to spend money on any tools!

Let me clear the air with the experience of my own start-up days. I’ll take up each point separately here.

Anand Agarwal is CEO & 
Co-founder of BootStrapTo-
day. You can subscribe to his 

company blog at http://blog.
bootstraptoday.com or follow 

him on twitter @anandagar
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1.  STARTuPS START wITH A TEAM Of 3-4 PEOPLE AND
THEy DON’T NEED ANy kIND Of TOOLS.

We started BootStrapToday with 3 founders. During the stealth days we were still employed and we used to 
meet just once in a week. We would share almost all of our thoughts on email or Google docs, and as a result 
all our thoughts would be scattered in the emails and on Google docs. It was quite frustrating to structure all 
the information during our brainstorming sessions.

We were also doing a few prototypes, so we needed to share our code too. To do that we required some 
online version control system. We did not have any formal office space, so setting up a server was out of the 
question. We were unable to collaborate on our ideas without a version control system. We definitely needed 
some tools before we could even start working on our idea.

This problem of ours actually turned into our business! We developed BootStrapToday to answer many 
collaboration and Project Management issues that can be resolved in a virtual environment.

2.  STARTuPS CAN MANAGE wITH SOME OPEN SOuRCE SOfTwARE;
THEy DON’T NEED TO SPEND MONEy ON ANy TOOLS!

Yes, I agree that as a startup you don’t want to spend money on huge licensed software but with the advent 
of SaaS, leveraging these services have become damn cheap. So cost should not be a matter of such a big 
concern anymore. You must not get carried away with keeping the total spend under control so much that you 
sometimes even ignore the benefits that far outweigh the costs.

Moreover, studies suggest that administration and support cost of any opensource software overshadow the 
initial cost of the software. So even if you get opensource software for free, it will have administration cost 
and support cost which you need to bear.

Furthermore…As a startup you have great ideas. But great ideas are worth 20% only. The rest is execution. 
In spite of having a great idea, it does not assure you of success if you get your execution wrong. You cannot 
afford to waste your darts while aiming at the bull’s eye; there may not be a second or a third round for you 
to win.

A very important aspect of proper execution is getting organized as soon as possible, and not wasting the 
scarce resource of time on non-productive activities, especially when such tools do exist that can help you 
organize your version control and prototypes in a better way. 

BootStrapToday can support ideas of your tech startup when you start small. It does not burn a hole in your 
pocket since it is available as SaaS. It takes less than 60 seconds to get started with BootStrapToday and you 
can scale your operations when you are ready to scale up. In short, it helps you focus on your big picture, 
scale fast depending upon your business growth, maintain a lean and small structure, and not make undue 
investments in human capital for maintaining your IT needs.
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TOP 10 CLOUD APPS  
USEFUL FOR SMB’S 

By MayukH GoH, ceo, sMartsiGNiN

As a small business owner, I adore using the Cloud. I’m constantly 
searching for the latest online widgets and SaaS apps that will help 
me manage and grow my business. “SaaS” or Software as a Service 
includes any application that is delivered as a service via a Web 
browser, from a public or a private cloud.

What are the benefits of SaaS? SaaS or Cloud apps are about 
cutting cost, easy deployment, improving business productivity and 
increasing revenue. 

Cloud apps can be accessed from anywhere using any device that 
can connect to the internet, including smartphones, and tablets.  
Some other advantages include pay-as-you-go subscriptions, which 
typically include the app itself, tech support, and access to all 
upgrades.

Popular app categories with SMBs are e-mail, CRM, collaboration & project management, customer support, 
accounting/billing, and marketing automation. I personally get most of my app information from http://www.
smallbiztechnology.com and Getapp.com. These great sites recommend SaaS applications specifically for 
SMB’s.

Allow me to share some of the free and paid SaaS webapps that I use in my business

1.  E-MAIL SERvICE: email is the life-blood of a business. Without efficient and timely communication 
internally and externally, a business cannot function properly.

My choice is Google Apps Gmail. It is simple to integrate with all devices and is easy on the wallet at $5/user 
a month. Google Apps also allows you to access all other Google services including Google Drive, Google 
Analytics, YouTube, and Google+.

2.  ONLINE DOCuMENT STORING, MANAGING AND SHARING: Collaboration plays an important role 
in every business. This is especially true with telecommuting employees and globally distributed teams, 

mgon@smartsignin.com
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suppliers, and customers needing to communicate and share notes, designs, and documents from different 
locations.

Google docs & Mavenlink – Google Apps is the cheapest choice but it is very limited in function and I’ve 
noticed formatting is often lost in the conversion to/from MS Office. Mavenlink on the other hand is very 
intuitive, easy to use app and it can be integrated with Google Apps if desired.  Mavenlink not only includes 
Project management and collaboration tools, but it also provides time and expense tracking. The only 
downside is that it cost $39/month for the basic package, and it can be expensive for some small businesses.

3.  PAyMENT GATEwAy: A PAYMENT GATEWAY IS A CRUCIAL PART TO ENABLE INTERNET BASED 
BUSINESSES TO accept e-payments.  Paypal is a good option for SMB’s as it is universally accepted around the 
world. But, all client payment data& history reside with Paypal. I personally prefer Stripe. I highly recommend 
SMB’s (that need to accept online credit card payments) to utilize Stripe as it is very easy to use and very cost 
effective. The charges include a flat fee of 2.9 per cent, plus 30 cents per transaction.

4.  vOIP AND vIDEO CONfERENCING/CHAT:  Although Skype is one of the popular cloud-based 
companies offering free and paid Internet calling, I find that most of the time the video and sound quality 
is lacking. I recently came across Zoom.us and I found it offered a much better user experience than Skype.  
Zoom is very simple to use, offers high quality video conferencing, screen sharing through both pc browsers 
& iOS devices and allows up to 15 people to meet online for free.

5.  CuSTOMER fEEDBACk & SuPPORT:  Customer feedback and support is necessary for a businesses as 
it provides insights to what your customers need and how best to improve your businesses.

We decided on UserVoice as it was easy to implement, very user friendly, and had great functionality. 
With UserVoice all you need to do is embed a widget on your website and then you can create a forum for 
your customers to submit their feedback and ideas. Customers can also vote on the best feedback/ideas 
submitted. They can create comment threads they can discuss problems, develop ideas, and even share 
them. The prices range from free to $125/month.

6.  wEB ANALyTICS: Today every business requires a company website to attract new customers and serve 
existing ones. Any business with an online presence should employ website analytics to track the numerous 
ways people use your website. Web analytics can help SMBs increase marketing efficiency by monitoring and 
analyzing the web traffic (where it’s coming from and why?) and the visitors’ behavior on the site (what users 
like and dislike about your site). The statistics help determine what aspects of the website is engaging and 
what changes need to be made to increase traffic flow and develop new customers.

Google Analytics is free and by far the most comprehensive and easy to use app to analyze website traffic and 
behavior. You can find data on visitors coming to your website, their location, the sites that referred them to 
your website, the search keyword they used, the pages on your website that have high traffic and low traffic, 
the bounce rate (percentage of visitors that leave your site without signing up) and the average time spent 
by the visitors on your site.

7.  INBOuND MARkETING AND AuTOMATION:  Inbound Marketing is a way to increase traffic through 
SEO and Social media vehicles by providing high quality and engaging content for your audience. The 
idea is that instead of looking for customers, your content and social media efforts should attract potential 
customers to your website.

Optify is online suite that has helped us improve our inbound marketing by helping us choose the best key 
words for SEO which in turn has increased traffic and leads from organic search and social media. The app 
also helps manage, track and measure a company’s marketing efforts. Optify is very easy to use, and SMBs, 
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with no dedicated staff for inbound marketing, can use Optify to track their SEO performance and leads. The 
customer support is excellent and the staff went out of their way to assist our team in getting a better handle 
on the Optify tools.

8.  EMAIL MARkETING: e-mail is one of the most important means of communication SMB’s can have with 
prospective clients, current customers and business partners. It is as important as social media marketing and 
is much more affordable than off-line marketing.

We decided to go with Mailchimp. The company offers a very user-friendly and easy to use application, with 
affordable plans, prices ranging from $9 to $250 per month. The best feature is that Mailchimp not only has 
ready-made email templates available but also allows the user to design email templates from scratch and 
integrate email marketing campaigns with social media. There are also very good tracking tools to manage 
email campaigns and monitor how many subscribers actually opened the email message.

9. ACCOuNTING:  We use Expensify (Google Apps) to track our expenses and we use Freshbooks to manage 
our invoicing.  We use Expensify because it is very easy to use and we can sync everything with Freshbooks. 
As an international company with clients all over the world we found Freshbooks had the best coverage.  
Freshbooks is super simple to use and supports multiple currencies and geographical locales.  Freshbooks 
also has easy and secure back-up that encrypts the data.

10. CRM: There are now a good number of Salesforce alternatives out there from which to choose a solution 
to manage your relationship with your customers.  We found it difficult to single out CRM solutions as there 
so many.  Because we use Google Apps Gmail for our email solution, we find Insight.ly (also Google Apps) 
irreplaceable for our CRM purposes as it can instantly provide us with a complete history of our communication 
with a customer, company or individual. Insight.ly is fully integrated with Google Apps full range of solutions, 
including Contacts, Google Docs, and Calendar. Insight.ly is a no brainer if your company uses Google Apps.
That said, Insight.ly doesn’t provide all of the CRM features we desired (i.e., campaigns & progress reporting). 
As a result, we chose Campaigner CRM (formerly Landslide) to fill those gaps and more (e.g., Campaigner 
has iPhone, iPad, and Android support …Insight.ly does not). Campaigner provides all the CRM features we 
need at a significantly lower cost than Zoho.  Campaigner is incredibly easy to use, integrates with Google 
Apps and MS Outlook, and syncs with Quickbooks.  Using Campaigner CRM we were able to tie our entire 
workflow together in a cost-effective manner.

With so many useful Cloud apps there is of course the difficulty of remembering numerous ID’s and Passwords. 

For that there is SmartSignin, a simple and secure Single Sign-on app for your personal and business web 
accounts, ID’s and passwords! SmartSignin is a cloud-based Identity and Access Management (IAM) solution 
with Single Sign-On for browser-based and cloud applications. SmartSignin enables both businesses and 
professionals to manage their identities and access privileges in the cloud in a simple and secure manner. 
SmartSignin’s patented security was developed in conjunction with Ganita Labs, a cryptography lab at the 
University of Toronto, and it ensures there is no single point of failure in the application and only you have the 
keys to your online identity.
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UC YOUR WAY -  
7 THINGS TO LOOK FOR  
IN SMB UCAAS

tHaBaNG MasHoloGu, seNior Product MaNaGer,  
allstreaM

You may not know the term Unified Communications (UC), but 
chances are that you use some form of UC technology every day. 
UC - commonly defined as the convergence of the voice, video 
and data networking - enables the delivery of IP-based telephony 
(your PBX or key system), unified messaging (voicemail), mobility 
and collaboration applications as an integrated platform. 

In recent years, UC features and capabilities that were once 
cutting edge and the preserve of large enterprises like desktop 
HD videoconferencing and presence (seeing someone’s location, 
availability and preferences for communications in real-time) 
have become embedded in business processes and affordable 
for companies of all sizes. By delivering proven, real-world RoI 
through direct cost savings, productivity enhancements and 
smarter coworker interactions, UC has become an indispensable 
part of modern work life.

With the recent hype about all things cloud-related, a lot of businesses are seriously considering cloud-
based managed IP telephony and UC. According to Wainhouse Research, the global UC-as-a-service (UCaaS) 
market will grow to US$5.6 billion by 2014, driven by organizations looking to defer UC costs into a pure OPEX 
model, reduce IT support overhead, enhance scalability and improve resiliency.

UCaaS isn’t just for big business. In fact, since many small and medium-sized companies don’t have dedicated 
IT support personnel to administer and maintain complex UC systems, UCaaS is arguably a better fit for small 
organizations. Here are some important business and technical considerations you should keep in mind when 
looking at SMB UCaaS solutions.

thabang.mashologu@mtsallstream.com
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1. fEATuRE PARITy wITH ON-PREMISES uC SySTEMS:  Your UCaaS provider should be able to reliably 
and securely deliver the same productivity-enhancing IP voice call control, unified messaging, mobility, 
conferencing and collaboration features and functionality as premises-based UC gear.
2. ON-SITE DELIvERy AND SuPPORT:  Since you’ll still need hardware to connect into the cloud, your 
provider should be able to locally deploy and service the variety of routers, gateways, switches, and IP 
endpoints (ranging from basic phones to advanced telepresence and mobile collaboration devices) your 
employees will need to use cloud UC services.

3. fEATuRE-RICH PORTAL:  You should get 24×7 on-demand access to a secure portal, for self-administering 
moves, adds, changes and deletions (MACDs), seeing detailed service-level performance metrics and viewing 
bills so you can easily evaluate your RoI.

4. RESILIENT CLOuD INfRASTRuCTuRE: Your provider’s server, storage, virtualization and switching 
infrastructure supporting the UC applications should be highly available, scalable and securely hosted in 
hardened data center facilities.

5. CONNECTIvITy BuNDLES: To get your UCaaS traffic into and out of the cloud, look for an offer that 
includes SIP trunks to carry both voice and data to the provider’s network. Your provider should give you 
enough high bandwidth, low latency, low jitter connections for your staff today and as your company grows. 
Ideally, the provider should be a one-stop shop for long distance, toll-free and number portability services.

6. INTEGRATION Of ExISTING DEvICES AND ByOD SuPPORT:  To maximize your ROI, the service should 
allow you to reuse existing phones and endpoints. With the rise of BYOD (bring your own device), integration 
and support should extend to employee-owned smartphones and tablets connecting into the system.

7. SERvICE-LEvEL AGREEMENTS yOu CAN TRuST: Make sure your service provider is willing to commit 
to the high availability, QoS and security of the solution on a 24×7 basis with qualified support personnel 
providing centralized proactive monitoring and management.

UCaaS offers small and large-sized organizations alike the opportunity to realize all the benefits of UC without 
having to own and operate UC systems themselves. Before you buy anything, do your homework to ensure 
you choose a service provider that can deliver a converged network with enhanced end-to-end performance 
that meets your needs.
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OUTLOOK CLOUD SERVICES

ricHard NolaN, ceo, virtual coNtact

If you are a small business wondering what the Cloud might offer 
you, one key example is a new service innovation we’re developing 
through our Canada Cloud Roadmap: Outlook Cloud Services.

This would be an add-on to products like the Allstream UCaaS – 
Unified Communications (UC) as a Service, to then enable “Getting 
Things Done, Extreme!” – A mode of collaborative project team work. 

GettiNG tHiNGs doNe, eXtreMe!

With an intended benefit of improving the productivity of you and your team, we’ve designed this around the 
well-known time management methodology, Getting Things Done, by David Allen.

This helps individuals be more productive through a simple system for organizing your flow of work and 
action items. GTD is based on a simple framework that lets you relax about your working life by ensuring that 
i) you’re entirely thorough about inputting 100% of all of your tasks into one system, and then ii) ensuring you 
organize those tasks by modes of work (e.g. At The Computer, Making Calls) so that you work through them 
in the most efficient manner.

To expand the principles to work for a team I also combined it with Extreme Management, a software 
development practice for Agile team work, generalized to work for groups of any type. Hence Getting Things 
Done, Extreme! 

Extreme Programming focuses the same principles at the important team level factors, like having a real pulse 
on how much work is Getting Done and by getting more work done effectively through faster throughput of 
smaller iterations.

richard@virtualcontact.biz
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outlook cloud services

Implementing these best practices requires tools 
like the UC software and Microsoft Outlook, and 
these highlight how the Cloud isn`t just about 
remote software. Indeed if you don`t have an 
Internet connection for whatever reason a hosted 
service is entirely unusable.

Hence local apps and synchronization is also 
a key feature of Cloud services. This combines 
server-based powerful applications with user-
centric and resilient client tools.

An example is Outlook Cloud Services, where we 
add software called virtualCONTACT to the UC 
suite so that it synchronizes your local Outlook 
contacts with a central server, so that you can also 
access them via the web and also further synch 
them with other devices, like your Blackberry or 
cell phone.

This provides a core basic building block of boosting productivity of users so they don’t have to hunt around 
their many contact tools when they need a client’s details.

It also synchronizes your local files, and calling on other capabilities of the UC suite makes a team more 
productive through features such as:

file sharing: Creation of online team spaces for sharing these files, like a Decision Meeting Workspace, a 
simple collaboration forum that can be quickly formed from within Outlook. Files can be added through 
synchronization or simply posted by sending it via email.

Task Management: Creating action item tasks within Outlook, which can be assigned to other team 
members, tracked in real-time and that can generate email notifications for progress status alerts. The 
acceptance of tasks by other team members is logged to a journal, so there is a clear audit trail of 
responsibility assignment.

work Alerts: You can receive alerts when other team members upload files and make changes to tasks.

Enabling better team productivity via collaboration apps is an area often discussed but often goes wrong. 
Usually the mistake is to try and force in a large and complex application, which requires significant 
customization and user training.  The work day reality is that users have so much content flying passed them 
that they rarely escape Outlook, so integrating a quick and lightweight toolset here is the smart move. 

Outlook offers task management features that enable Getting Things Done type models, letting users rapidly 
process their inbox into tasks, and then to classify these tasks with Tags, add Reminders along with other 
time-saving tools, and then also by tapping into Cloud services that enable further sharing with team mates 
as and when required.
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Suppliers       Inputs                Processes             Outputs      Customers

BUSINESS CONTINUITY &  
DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING
BY SUSHIL SETH, CONSULTANT, E-TERNITY BUSINESS  
CONTINUITY CONSULTANTS INC.

Every business has a process, a product or service that it offers to it’s 
customers and invariably resources are required to deliver the end product 
or service. The model that is used by practicing quality professionals is the 
SIPOC model which is depicted in the diagram below:

SUPPLIERS:  These are the people, departments, companies who provide you with materials, labor, 
documents or resources.

INPUTS:  The materials, documents, information, labor, services or items that are required.

PROCESSES:  The actual work or procedures performed. 

OUTPUTS:  The results that you create in your job – reports, products, services.

CUSTOMERS:  All of the people, departments, companies or groups who may rely directly or indirectly on 
outputs.

The common thread in all these five areas is information in verbal or data (electronic, paper, film, etc. format). 
Data is the backbone of most businesses. This being the case, it is also an area perhaps ignored as far as 
storage and recovery is concerned. The methodology that is best in class is perhaps viewing the SIPOC model 
in the context of business continuity and disaster recovery planning, i.e. what happens if there is a disaster such 
as a fire destroying information technology devices such as computers, on site data storage and networks. How 
is the SIPOC model affected? 

The business continuity model is a system in place that documents the procedures for ensuring that there 
is minimal disruption in case of such a disaster. An example of a business continuity model is use in banks, 
where if a storage or computing device (computer server) malfunctions, a secondary device takes over (failover) 
with minimal disruption (at times without users logged being aware of the malfunction), the failover being in 
milliseconds (self healing). 

sseth_1@yahoo.com
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Disaster recovery on the other hand can be more prolonged. There is usually a catastrophic event such as fire, 
earthquake, terrorist attack, etc. causing an outage that may last some time until a secondary resource (based 
external to the organization) takes over. In large organizations, this can encompass secondary data centres that 
provide real estate (for people to relocate when disaster strikes, technology resources, etc.)

Most businesses do not document their business continuity or disaster recovery procedures. With the advent 
of cloud computing, the technology has evolved to take care of most of the technology components of 
business continuity and disaster recovery. However, the planning and documentation of business continuity 
and disaster recovery should be an integral part process in place ensuring business continuity no matter what 
the circumstances are leading to the problem (procedures to follow, failover mechanisms, test plan, etc.) 

A BuSINESS CONTINuITy MODEL IS AS fOLLOwS :

Evaluate your business model and draft a BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLAN PROVIDING  YOU WITH A STEP-BY-
STEP LIST OF ACTIONS YOU MUST TAKE IN THE EVENT OF A CRISIS TO ENSURE RAPID OPERATIONAL 
RECOVERY OF YOUR BUSINESS.

It includes both technology infrastructure implications as well as manual processes that employees must 
perform to successfully navigate through this stressful event. But before a proper plan can be charted, you 
must first understand your existing gaps. A three-step process ensures your business continuity plan provides 
full protection.

STEP 1- ANALySIS: Determine the current state of disaster preparedness, and offer guidance on potential 
courses of action.

STEP 2 – DEvELOPMENT:  Deliver a complete Business Continuity Plan (BCP) and/or Disaster Recovery Plan 
(DRP), a customized program to integrate the policies and procedures into the corporate culture, and training 
sessions to ensure all employees are comfortable with the procedures.

STEP 3 – MAINTENANCE: Have an on-going program designed to ensure the validity of the Business 
Continuity Plan and/or Disaster Recovery Plan, and to keep the Plan up to date and communicated to all key 
personnel.

Technology  component - A business continuity / disaster recovery data plan and implementation – choose a 
technology provider that can meet your requirements – this is where cloud storage can be utilized to meet your 
requirements. Many options exist depending on the organization, vulnerability index, security requirements, 
compliance to industry e.g. health industry may have different compliance standards to law firms. There is no 
one size fits all – it is imperative that businesses focus on the business model first before making the leap into 
committing to a technology provider for data backup and storage. 

DATA BACkuP
Why not backup data? In an age where natural disasters, cyber-attacks and human-error can happen at any 
time, compromising a company’s business continuity, it’s better to be safe than sorry. Backup is not new, it has 
been in place ever since computers emerged as a primary source of computing and storage, in the early days 
as tape storage and then evolving to disk based. In the last few years a hybrid model has gained popularity 
whereby a local (on premise) back up is done on disk drives and a backup of the this local drive replicated 
across the network into a cloud at a remote data centre. The data is encrypted before it leaves the client site 
which traverses the network (private wide area network or public internet) and then stored in encrypted format 
at the data centre. The encryption is invariably strong meeting standards such as FIPS 140-2 an information 
technology security accreditation. This encryption ensure that no one can have access to the data including 
the service provider – only the person / organization who has encrypted the data can decrypt it into any useful 
information.

Retrieval of the backed up data is a simple process, since there is a local copy stored on the “on premise data 
store”, it is simply a matter of locating the file and retrieving it. In case of a disaster e.g. fire destroying local 
resources, computers, etc. a complete set of the backup is available at the data centre which can simply be 
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shipped back to the client on a USB Drive or restored into the cloud temporarily until the company can redeploy 
the computing technology in their premises. Another option could be to simply deploy the applications into 
the cloud, perhaps in a virtualized (virtualization technology) environment saving on in house resources  (staff, 
equipment, maintenance, etc.).

An emerging trend to optimize data backup is deduplication. Data deduplication (often called “intelligent 
compression” or “single-instance storage”) is a method of reducing storage needs by eliminating redundant 
data. Only one unique instance of the data is actually retained on storage media, such as disk or tape. Redundant 
data is replaced with a pointer to the unique data copy. For example, a typical email system might contain 100 
instances of the same one megabyte (MB) file attachment. If the email platform is backed up or archived, all 
100 instances are saved, requiring 100 MB storage space. With data deduplication, only one instance of the 
attachment is actually stored; each subsequent instance is just referenced back to the one saved copy. In this 
example, a 100 MB storage demand could be reduced to only one MB.

Data deduplication offers other benefits. Lower storage space requirements will save money on disk 
expenditures. The more efficient use of disk space also allows for longer disk retention periods, which 
provides better recovery time objectives (RTO) for a longer time and reduces the need for tape backups. 
Data deduplication also reduces the data that must be sent across a WAN for remote backups, replication, 
and disaster recovery.  Data deduplication can generally operate at the file or block level. File deduplication 
eliminates duplicate files (as in the example above), but this is not a very efficient means of deduplication. Block 
deduplication looks within a file and saves unique iterations of each block. Each chunk of data is processed 
using a hash algorithm such as MD5 or SHA-1. This process generates a unique number for each piece which 
is then stored in an index. If a file is updated, only the changed data is saved. That is, if only a few bytes of a 
document or presentation are changed, only the changed blocks are saved; the changes don’t constitute an 
entirely new file. This behavior makes block deduplication far more efficient. However, block deduplication 
takes more processing power and uses a much larger index to track the individual pieces.

This helps in backing up to the cloud as the data set to be backed up is now reduced in size when preforming 
initial backup and then only incremental backup is performed. This meets one of the key business continuity 
requirements – rapid recovery of resources in case of an abnormality in an organization – the faster an 
organization can recover, the better their business continuity plan. 

SECuRITy OPTIONS
Security of data on or off premise is of paramount importance. Many companies have deployed security on 
piece meal basis dealing with issues such as  anti virus, intrusion detection, email (spam), spyware, content 
filtering, virtual private networking (VPN). A managed security service can ensure all the above issues are dealt 
with on a 24 hours 7 days of the week and 365 days of the year and any unusual behaviour promptly dealt 
with. This is invaluable which can save an organization from catastrophic consequences. Often an appliance 
installed at the customer site which is then monitored remotely. A robust information technology security 
ensures business continuity from security threats.

CLOuD APPLICATION DEPLOyMENT (INfRASTRuCTuRE / SOfTwARE  AS A SERvICE - SAAS)
Many organizations are rapidly downsizing their on premise data centre and deploying the technology at a third 
party site (outsourced data centres). There was much resistance in the past due to security and performance 
concerns. This has been overcome with advent of software as a service (SAAS) becoming a norm in our daily 
lives and the security and performance issues no longer being a threat. Banking, utility, government and health 
sectors are some examples that have embraced this having dealt with security and performance issues.

Deployment to the cloud offers significant advantages such as operating cost reduction, performance 
enhancement and optimized resource utilization. Virtualization of the servers enables additional computing and 
storage resources available meeting growth demand for resources. All this transforms into meeting business 
continuity requirements as the information technology including applications and data are now outsourced, 
managed and monitored by best of class providers dedicated to providing the service on a 24 hours 7 days of 
the week and 365 days of the year. Salesforce.com is a great example of such an “off the shelf” application that 
has gained huge popularity.
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Cloud-Powered Small Business Innovation

WHY CLOUD SERVERS IS 
THE CHOICE FOR WINDOWS 
By JeNNiFer MarsH, soFtware develoPer, ProGraMMer 
aNd tecHNoloGy writer For racksPace HostiNG. 

Businesses basically have two choices for operating systems when shopping 
around for cloud servers: Windows or Linux. While Linux is cheaper and 
runs on many enterprise servers, businesses that run internal applications 
for a Windows desktop can benefit from Windows cloud servers.

The IT department and users will understand the platform more easily than 
were they to learn Linux. But launching an intuitive platform is only one of 
the advantages of cloud servers in a Windows environment.

MuLTIPLATfORM SuPPORT

Businesses that have been online for several years probably have some legacy code in use in various 
departments. Fortunately, cloud servers can support multiple platforms for businesses moving towards a 
Windows platform.

INTEGRATION wITH MICROSOfT AzuRE

The latest Windows Server 2012 includes a cloud feature called Azure. Azure gives businesses the tools to 
create platforms as a service (PaaS) and integrates cloud server technology within an internal network. To take 
advantage of the Azure service, the business must setup a cloud hosting environment. Azure is more easily 
integrated with a corresponding Windows cloud host. The IT manager can use Microsoft’s wizard to install 
and configure the Azure server for cloud hosting.

MORE COST EffICIENT fOR SuPPORT

Because most IT infrastructures have a lot of moving parts, system errors, downtime and desktop support can 
be expensive, especially when hosted internally. Having onsite personnel for any company can be expensive, 
and too little support can cost the company money. Hosting Windows services in the cloud eliminates much 
of the cost of having onsite support staff available seven days a week, 24x7. Check the contract for specifics 
before signing up for any particular service.

Additionally, hosting in the cloud means the company only pays for the bandwidth and server resources used 
each month and not a flat fee amount. Any cloud host charging a flat fee is in fact not a true cloud host. By 
paying for only what is used, businesses can cut down on IT infrastructure costs. As the business grows and 
more revenue is brought in, the cloud costs will also grow, but these costs only grow with the business’ success.
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http://www.rackspace.com/cloud/
http://www.rackspace.com/cloud/vps/
http://www.rackspace.com/blog/windows-server-2012-coming-soon-to-the-rackspace-open-cloud/



